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The graphite monolayer, i.e., graphene, recently
separated in a free form under normal conditions
exhibited unique physical properties of the two�
dimensional system containing massless carriers, i.e.,
Dirac fermions, and high potential application possi�
bilities for developing next�generation field�effect
transistors [1], transparent conductive electrodes [2],
and others. The first graphene samples produced by
mechanical splitting from graphite were characterized
by lateral sizes on the order of several micrometers and
could be used only for laboratory studies. Practical
implementation of graphene�based nanostructures in
electronics and optoelectronics raised the problem of
high�quality large�area graphene production.

Recently, significant progress was achieved using
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of graphene onto a
Ni substrate followed by its transfer onto an arbitrary
substrate [3, 4]. Although the area of continuous
graphene films produced in such a way is large, their
microscopic thickness variance is significant, from ten
graphene layers to one, whereas the lateral sizes of the
corresponding domains of one� and two�layer
graphene are only ~5 μm.

We proposed and tested a fabrication technology of
monatomic graphite layers (graphene) and other con�
ductive layered materials using low�energy ion etching
in a plasma�chemical reactor based on beam�plasma
discharge [5].

At the initial stage, thin graphite crystals of thick�
nesses from hundreds of atomic layers more than 100 ×

100 μm2 in area were obtained by splitting natural
graphite single crystals using an adhesive tape which

was then placed in acetone. After adhesive tape disso�
lution in acetone, the remaining thin graphite crystal
flake was transferred onto a polycor substrate and sub�
jected to ion etching.

Later on, the method for producing thin graphite
crystals was modified.

Currently, thin graphite crystals of thickness from
ten to hundreds of atomic layers with lateral sizes from
0.5 mm, being workpieces for subsequent etching, are
produced by thinning natural graphite single crystals
glued on polycor or glass substrates using an adhesive
tape. White Stycast epoxy glue or the NOA61 photo�
polymer are used. Such a method for preparing sam�
ples for etching significantly simplified the arrange�
ment of thin graphite crystals on a substrate. Such
a method made it possible to obtain thinner initial
graphite crystals, which allowed reducing the etching
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup: (1) electron injec�
tor, (2) focusing coils, (3) vacuum chamber, (4) Helmholtz
coils, (5) ion energy analyzer, (6) substrate holder, (7) dis�
charge collector, (8) control electrode. PS is the power
supply unit.
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time and ion energy, thus minimizing the probability
of introducing radiation defects.

Then, indium electrodes were applied to sample
boundaries, and the crystal was thinned by plasma
etching in a beam�plasma reactor in an argon atmo�
sphere. The reactor schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 1. Plasma is generated in a vacuum chamber, i.e.,
a cylinder of diameter2R0 = 0.5 m and of the same
length. An argon working pressure of 0.006–0.2 Pa is
maintained in the chamber.

A longitudinal magnetic field of 5 mT in the cham�
ber is induced by Helmholtz coils. The source of the
axial electron beam is a Pierce diode gun with a planar
hexaboride cathode, placed into an individual cham�
ber connected to the main one by a pressure drop pipe.
In the electron gun and drift region before the plasma
chamber input, the beam motion is limited by the lon�
gitudinal magnetic field Hd = 10 mT (selected experi�
mentally by the beam current maximum in a good vac�
uum). The electron beam parameters at the plasma
chamber input are as follows: the accelerating voltage
Ub = 1–3 kV, current Ib is to 500 mA, and the charac�
teristic diameter is 1–1.5 cm. The power supply unit
provides the gun operation in both continuous and
pulsed modes. The pulse duration in the latter case is
τb = 10–200 ms.

The film thickness was measured by the in situ
resistance in the plasma reactor chamber. The resis�
tance time behavior made it possible to estimate the
etch rate and to determine its end time point; the resis�
tance of a square of a homogeneous monolayer is esti�
mated as ~2–3 kΩ.

The argon ion energy was 50 eV at the initial etch�
ing stage and decreased to 20 eV at the final stage, as
the interelectrode resistance reached ~100 Ω.

Graphite films fabricated in such a way were char�
acterized by Raman spectroscopy using an Ntegra
Spectra device (NT�MDT Co., Russia). The spec�
trum is shown in Fig. 2. It contains three lines corre�
sponding to graphene: the relatively weak D�line in the
range of 1300–1400 cm–1, characterizing the vibra�
tional energy of sp3�type C–C bonds, the G�line in the
range of 1550–1600 cm–1, characterizing the vibra�
tional energy of sp3�type C=C bonds, and the 2D over�
tone in the region of 2700 cm–1, whose shape allows
the estimation of the local number of graphene layers
[6]. The ratio of G� and 2D�line amplitudes corre�
sponds to two�layer graphene. The G�line narrowness
indicates the high quality of the sample. The results of
scanning of an area of 74 × 1.6 μm2 with a step of
0.2 μm with complete spectrum acquisition at each
point show a uniform contrast of the centroid of the
2D�line in this region.

Thus, bigraphene samples with characteristic sizes
exceeding 100 × 100 μm2 and few layered graphene
(FLG) samples with characteristic sizes exceeding
500 × 500 μm2 were fabricated for the first time. High
structural quality of the obtained two�layer graphene
films and their homogeneity over the sample area were
demonstrated.

During graphene production, it was detected that
wrinkles, i.e., stable structures shaped as a dihedral
angle, are often formed on the crystal surface at the
stage of mechanical splitting of natural graphite single
crystals using an adhesive tape and are retained after
etching to a monolayer. Similar structures spontane�
ously arise during transverse deformation of a free thin
graphite single crystal. They remain stable after stress
relief. It can be assumed that they are stabilized by cer�
tain dislocation structures; in this case, stresses at the
dihedral angle vertex and in the lower region corre�
spond to tension and compression, respectively. In the
region of wrinkle edges, modification of planar sp2

bonds can be expected. Wrinkles on the crystal appear
along symmetric crystallographic directions in the
basal plane, since their edges are shaped as lines paral�
lel or crossed at an angle of 60°, forming equilateral
triangles. The AFM profile of one of the wrinkles is
shown in Fig. 3. The wrinkle length can reach several
millimeters; the curvature radius in the edge region is
from hundreds to several nanometers, depending on
the crystal thickness. The wrinkle edge is a very homo�
geneous quasi�one�dimensional object whose proper�
ties can differ from a planar strip of the same crystal
due to the edge surface curvature. In a sense, the
graphene wrinkle edge can be considered as a part of
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Fig. 2. Local Raman spectrum of the graphite sample after
etching.
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an open single�walled nanotube. The curvature in the
wrinkle region can result in the formation of local
magnetic pseudo�fields [7] which change the carrier
spectrum in the wrinkle edge region. All the above
points to the wrinkles in thin graphite (graphene) as a
new interesting quasi�one�dimensional nanoobject
promising for both basic research and applications in
graphene�based nanoelectronics.

The single crystals obtained by thinning were also
characterized by magnetotransport measurements.
Hall�bridge�type structures with a characteristic
length between potential contacts of 200–300 μm and
a channel width of 20–30 μm were fabricated on crys�
tals by masking and etching in oxygen discharge. Ini�

tial unthinned crystals ~100 nm thick at liquid�helium
temperatures were characterized by a very high magne�
toresistance, r = R(H=20 T)/R(H=0) ~ 104 which is
comparable to the best bulk graphite single crystals [8]
and corresponds to a carrier mobility of ~107 cm2/(V s).
After thinning to 1 nm, the crystal magnetoresistance
decreased by 2–3 orders of magnitude, which allows us
to estimate the carrier mobility as ~104–105 cm2/(V s).
It corresponds to the best graphene samples obtained
by mechanical splitting.

Thus, the new direction of nanotechnology fabri�
cation of atomic�thin high�quality graphite films with
relatively large lateral sizes using controlled low�
energy ion etching of thin natural graphite single crys�
tals is demonstrated.
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Fig. 3. Wrinkles on the sample surface: (a) atomic�force
microscope image and (b) surface section.


